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We apply recent state-of-the-art optimal control techniques to a challenging many-body problem:
driving the superfluid-Mott insulator transition in an optical lattice. At system sizes well beyond
the reach of exact diagonalization approaches, and thus requiring a matrix product state ansatz,
we obtain fidelities in the range 0.99-0.9999 and beyond with associated quantum speed limit esti-
mates. Whereas previous efforts yielded lower fidelity solutions with smooth, monotonic controls,
we efficiently identify a rich hierarchy of bang-bang-like solutions. These facilitate the non-adiabatic
quantum interference pathways using sequential tunneling and phase-imprinting dynamics necessary
for high fidelity. Mapping out the optimal solutions at various process durations, we observe a char-
acteristic, exponential dependence for the fidelity across several orders of magnitude. Overall, we
achieve these results by utilizing the counter-intuitive fact that appropriate dynamical approxima-
tions lead to a more precise and significantly cheaper implementation of optimal control than a full
dynamical solution. In discussing the technique’s generality, this demonstration may pave the way
for fulfilling the comprehensive demands for efficient high-fidelity control in very high-dimensional
systems which has hitherto not been feasible.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first decades of this millennium have seen rapid
experimental and theoretical advances in the prepara-
tion and engineering of quantum mechanical systems,
heralding the second quantum revolution [1]. With these
advances, precise manipulation of fragile quantum sys-
tems, as typically quantified by fidelity, becomes increas-
ingly important. Whereas high-fidelity control of low-
dimensional systems has been studied extensively, the
same is not true for high-dimensional systems and sim-
ilar levels of control have remained elusive. Such con-
trol, however, is desirable within the purview of a large
number of research directions. For instance, efficient ini-
tial state preparation is central to many-body studies,
e.g. in the context of quantum simulation [2, 3], explo-
ration of phase diagrams [4, 5], non-equilibrium dynam-
ics [6, 7], and metrology precision measurements [8, 9].
Many of these examples draw upon the inherent com-
plexity and sensitivity near quantum phase transitions
[10] due to the associated rapid buildup of extensive cor-
relations and entanglement [11, 12] which, by the same
mechanisms, makes dynamical control fundamentally dif-
ficult. Alternatively, the relatively little explored qudit
paradigm [13, 14] for quantum simulation, computation,
and information processing entails enlarged constituent
units (e.g. 4- or 32-dimensional [15, 16]) and thus, for
a fixed number of units, a markedly increased composite
Hilbert space dimension compared to qubits (i.e. two-
dimensional qudits). These systems cite advantages such
as simplified logic operations [17], potential for richer ar-
chitectures [18], and higher information capacities [19].
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Further, even high-fidelity control of large systems that
are nevertheless still within the reach of exact diagonal-
ization is known to be challenging [3, 20]. These are but
a few examples demonstrating the pervasiveness of high-
fidelity demands in complex Hilbert spaces.
An additional requirement for high-fidelity transforma-
tions is that they must be carried out below the detrimen-
tal decoherence time scales, preferably at or close to the
quantum speed limit [21–23], while also respecting the
constraints of the experimental setup. The framework of
quantum optimal control has been a particularly success-
ful theoretical and experimental tool for extracting con-
trols satisfying these requirements with wide applications
in numerous research areas [24], such as superconduct-
ing qubits [25–29], nuclear magnetic resonance systems
[30–34], nitrogen vacancy centers [35–38], cold molecules
[39–42], and cold atoms [20, 43–49], to name a few.
On the theoretical side, open-loop optimal control de-
sign – the continued merit of which is discussed in a later
section – can be considered the union of numerical sim-
ulation and optimization methodologies. Faced with the
aforementioned growing problem complexity and Hilbert
space dimensionality, the performance capacity of both
these components must therefore be maximized to suc-
ceed in finite time within this paradigm.
A. State of the Art: Many-Body Optimal Control
The simulatory treatment of (e.g. many-body) sys-
tems using exact diagonalization approaches is stifled by
detrimental scaling of the Hilbert space dimensionality
requiring an exponential amount of storage and compu-
tation time [50]. This lamented curse of dimensionality
can be broken in certain instances, however, by invoking
specialized ansa¨tze from the broad framework of tensor
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2networks. In the case of 1D systems, the appropriate
tensor networks are matrix product states. These exhibit
a constant so-called area scaling law with the number of
particles and can therefore be effectively simulated clas-
sically with subexponential resources [28, 50–53].
Quantum optimal control of many-body matrix prod-
uct states was first illustrated in Ref. [43] and later
achieved impressive experimental success in Ref. [44]
where the superfluid-Mott insulator transition was driven
in an optical lattice by adjusting the ratio of characteris-
tic energies in the system. Similar tasks of dynamically
connecting ground states on either side of a many-body
quantum phase transition in minimal time have been
studied in [54], where the role of the critical (minimal)
energy gap along optimal trajectories and perspectives to
the paradigmatic LZ model were also investigated. More
generally it has been shown that matrix product states
can be efficiently controlled [53].
In Refs. [43, 44], derivative-free optimization method-
ologies applied to specialized figures of merit (averages
over density of defects and site variances) were sufficient
for the experimental measurement capabilities under con-
sideration. Although these metrics are clearly effective
for counting the number of defects, they are, as we dis-
cuss below, intrinsically more lenient and thus unsuitable
for quantifying high-fidelity transfers. As new avenues for
quantum technologies become feasible, however, the de-
mand for increasingly perfect control of the desired quan-
tum state, as measured by the fidelity, exceeds the achiev-
able precision limits encoded by such more lenient and
situational figures of merit. All else equal, e.g. choice
of performance metric, it is generally expected that ex-
act derivative-based methods outperform derivative-free.
Nevertheless, the primary obstacle for obtaining exact
derivatives and associated convergence properties stems
from poor scaling either due to expensive recursive com-
mutator sums, matrix exponentials, or full diagonaliza-
tion, all of which are exacerbated and ultimately detri-
mental in many-body or other very high-dimensional set-
tings. In fact, (exact) gradient calculations in the many-
body context have been considered to be “extremely re-
source consuming, if not impossible” [43]. More recently,
first-order approximate-gradient steepest descent was ap-
plied to spin- 12 chain systems in Ref. [55]. To our knowl-
edge, this marks the first derivative-based fidelity opti-
mization of matrix product states. Nevertheless, inexact
first-order gradients impose severe restrictions and com-
plications for the maximum achievable fidelity [56], which
is also pointed out by the authors of Ref. [55] as a con-
cluding remark.
In this paper, we apply new, efficient, and exact con-
trol derivative methodologies to a problem in the complex
many-body regime. These ideas were introduced in re-
cent parallel work [57], where we obtained greatly simpli-
fied, analytically exact control derivatives with attractive
scaling properties and numerical advantages [58]. The
enabling insight is the simultaneous application of an ap-
propriate approximation scheme and problem represen-
tation – in a certain sense, controllable approximations
in the dynamics are traded off for significant complexity
reductions in the exact derivative calculations. There, we
demonstrated a significant (orders of magnitude), mono-
tonic increase in comparative efficiency relative to other
state-of-the-art derivative-based methods in the limit of
few-level systems – both concrete and random ones –
of varying size. Here, we demonstrate that these tech-
niques are persistently efficient and viable for fidelity re-
quirements above 0.99 for systems completely beyond the
reach of exact diagonalization approaches. Our results
open up the future possibility for significantly enhanced
optimal control over generic high-dimensional complex
Hilbert spaces operating in the fast high-fidelity regime.
II. RESULTS
As a challenging representative example from the class
of many-body problems, we consider the superfluid-Mott
insulator phase transition of the Bose-Hubbard model as
in Refs. [43, 44]. We realize the model by considering
cold atoms in an optical lattice with the experimental
parameters given in Ref. [44] to enable a degree of quan-
titative comparison. For unit filling (i.e. a commensu-
rate number of particles and sites) of Np = Ns = 20,
exact diagonalization is impossible as the Hilbert space
has dimensionality DH ∼ 7 · 1010 and requires ∼ 550 GB
memory just to store a single generic state.
FIG. 1. Optimization results for the first Ns = Np = 20
batch. Top: 1−F (lower is better) for each seed before (blue
dots) and after (red dots) optimization. The dot translucency
informs about the distribution density. In this batch we find
TF=0.99qsl = 11 (22.5 ms) (see Appendix A for a discussion of
this conversion) indicated with the green dashed line. Bot-
tom: 1−F histogram with 20 bins per decade (left is better)
prior to and after optimization with the same color scheme.
3FIG. 2. Duration-normalized control ramps (multi-colored
lines) u(t/T ) for solutions with F ≥ 0.99. The correspond-
ing seeds are shown in the inset, the black dotted line indi-
cates the adiabatically inspired reference control, the horizon-
tal line denotes the critical point value, and the black solid
line highlights the optimal control with duration TF=0.99qsl =
11 (22.5 ms). The optimized controls are characterized by two
distinct segments denoted by the blue and red shading.
Concretely, we seek to dynamically connect the ground
states (|SF〉 → |Mott〉) on opposing sides of the critical
point by controlling the time-dependent ratio of on-site
interaction- and tunneling energies un = U(tn)/Jx(tn) at
the lowest possible transfer duration T consistent with
high-fidelity requirements, e.g. F (T ) ≥ 0.99, yielding
empirical estimates for the quantum speed limit TFqsl. For
the following analyses, it is convenient to record process
durations both in terms of SI- and “natural”/simulation
time scales (related to the time-dependent tunneling
rate). See Appendix A for a detailed description of the
system and state transfer task, Appendix B for a brief
introduction to matrix product states, and Appendix C
for an overview of the optimization details.
Figure 1 shows the distributions of final infidelities
(1 − F (T )) before and after optimization for a batch of
linearly spaced simulation durations [59]. The gain in fi-
delity due to the optimization is significant: all seeds are
improved by roughly two orders of magnitude in relative
infidelity, no optimized solution has less than F = 0.97,
and many exceed the F = 0.99 threshold. The fidelity
distribution as a function of T is characteristically ex-
ponential, and for this batch we obtain the estimate
TF=0.99qsl = 11 (22.5 ms) in simulation (SI) units. We ex-
pect the true TF=0.99qsl to be located at even lower dura-
tions since many optimizations with still-sizeable fidelity
gain per iteration ran out of wall time close to F = 0.99
as shown in Appendix C.
For the same batch, Fig. 2 shows all the duration-
normalized seed- and optimized controls (u(t/T )) with
final fidelities F ≥ 0.99. From an initial qualitative vi-
sual inspection, the optimal controls are strikingly sim-
ilar in structure, consisting of two characteristic ramp
segments:
Segment 1 – crossing critical point: t/T ∈ [0, 23 ].
With very low variance, we observe an initial high-
frequency “wiggle” that briefly exceeds the critical
value for the phase transition (Appendix A), followed
by slow, mainly linear crossing overlayed with low
amplitude, high frequency oscillations.
Segment 2 – bang-bang structure: t/T ∈ [23 ,1].
The ramp shapes are dominated by lower frequencies,
giving rise to a number of seemingly well-defined
oscillations but with a more accentuated individual
variance. As we show in the following, the under-
lying structure is in fact bang-bang(-like) (regions
alternating between extremal values of the control)
on a linear background to which these oscillations
are good approximations.
The physical significance of these segments are discussed
in depth later in this section.
One possible explanation for the similarity of the op-
timized controls is that the seeding mechanism was not
adequately exploratory, thus leading to the same attrac-
tor in the control landscape [57] upon optimization. That
is, as in any optimal control problem, it is entirely pos-
sible for the true optimal strategy not to be captured
by the chosen seeding mechanism. It is, however, widely
recognized that crossing the phase transition must typi-
cally be slow and deliberate such as to not pin residual
defects in the atom number per site [43, 44, 60, 61]. The
observed relatively slow crossing in the first segment also
for fast high-fidelity transfers is likely the manifestation
of this inherent, challenging aspect. Additionally, the re-
markably exclusive and robust bang-bang-like structure
in the second segment emerges from the same relatively
smooth seeds. Both of these observations lend credibil-
ity towards that this bi-segmentational dynamics is, in
fact, of primary physical significance. In any event, even
if a wider and more dense exploration of the solution
space might reveal other strategies (e.g. bang-bang-like
behavior also in the first segment), our chosen point of
departure lies in the relatively smooth and typical exper-
imental control functions.
A. Solution Strategies: Bang-Bang Structure
The bi-segmentation is not exclusive to F ≥ 0.99,
as virtually all optimized controls with F < 0.99 (not
shown) also exhibit the same overall structure: the first
segments are almost exactly the same, but the first oscil-
lation in the second segment is typically slightly shifted
and with much larger amplitudes as will also become
clear momentarily. From the highlighted optimal con-
trol in Fig. 2 it is also evident that even the optimal
controls do not all have the same frequency content in
the second segment. For a quantitative study, we inter-
polate the second segment for each control on a 256 point
grid, subtract a linear contribution (defined by the end-
points), and then subtract the value of the initial point.
4FIG. 3. Left panels: (Near-)optimal (F ≥ 0.98) controls (n
red lines) at three different durations after applying the proce-
dure described in the text to the second segment. The control
(25,50,75)% quantiles (black lines) reveal different strategies,
each characterized by a number Npeaks oscillations or bangs,
and the dominant one depends on T . The y-axes are kept
the same for comparative purposes. Right panels: Histogram
over relative abundance of strategies.
FIG. 4. As Fig. 3, but for the second optimization batch.
An improved quantum speed limit estimate is identified at
TF=0.99qsl = 10.5 (20.5 ms).
Figure 3 shows the result of applying this procedure to
optimal and near-optimal controls at three different du-
rations. With this we exclusively identify three distinct
solution strategies that are active and dominant at differ-
ent durations, each characterized by an integer number of
oscillation peaks: Npeak = 5, 6, 7 at T = 9.25, 11, 11.5, re-
spectively. These changes in modality explicitly show the
emergence of new prominent attractors in the optimiza-
tion landscape, corresponding to the onset of new viable
control strategies with a different number of bangs. The
duration-dependent hierarchy of dominant strategies can
be interpreted as phase transitions of the optimization
landscape itself [62, 63].
In all instances, the first two oscillations are separated
by roughly the same distance, the final oscillation has
the same shape and location, and at least two of the
next to last oscillations overlap to some extent. The in-
dividual oscillation amplitudes are quite different in the
three cases and the relatively larger amplitudes for the
T = 9.25 case in particular suggests that the underlying
physical mechanism may in fact be a bang-bang structure
to which the observed oscillations are good approxima-
tions under the imposed regularization penalties. This
becomes more evident in the next section, and, since their
effect on the dynamics is largely the same, we will thus
refer to these collectively simply as bangs although they
may not always meet the strictest definition.
During a bang, tunneling events are approximately
negligible, briefly pinning the atoms (e.g. nearly no
change in fidelity) and imprinting a c-number phase on
each state component for each time step δt of the bang,
Uˆ |n1, . . . , nNs〉 ≈ e−
iumaxδt
2
∑Ns
l=1
ni(ni−1) |n1, . . . , nNs〉 ,
(1)
where Uˆ is the time evolution operator. Outside the
bangs, tunneling resumes. The physical interpretation
is thus that the bangs are associated with intricate phase
adjustments necessary for following quantum interference
pathways leading to high-fidelity results. Clearly, this
feature is not present in the adiabatic reference control.
It is possible that strategies with more or broader
bangs exist even at these durations, but are not discov-
ered due to the regularization. Noting that the full opti-
mization objective incorporates both fidelity and control
regularizations (see Appendix A), we provide the follow-
ing non-exhaustive list of possible interpretations as to
why the T = 9.25 exhibits the most clear bang-bang sig-
nature. First, if identification bangs (approximated by
oscillations) are not themselves artifacts of the regular-
ization costs, but truly due to the quantum dynamics
encapsulated by the fidelity, this duration (fewest bangs)
admits more rapid change and higher control values per
bang for the same cost value [64]. Second, the regu-
larizations costs are not duration-normalized, effectively
allowing a higher bandwidth at lower durations for the
same cost value. Third, the lower duration allows more
iterations (due to fewer time evolutions) within the same
optimization time, increasing the likelihood of identifying
the optimal control structure.
Based on the first batch of results discussed in Figs. 1-3
we expect that the true TF=0.99qsl is located in between T ∈
[9.25, 11] and that the associated control(s) will likely
belong to either the solution strategy with Npeak = 5 or
Npeak = 6 bangs (or oscillation approximations thereof).
To investigate this further, we optimized a second batch
in the duration interval T = [10, 10.1, . . . 10.9]. For this
batch we found better overall results, a better quantum
speed limit estimate at TF=0.99qsl = 10.5 (20.5 ms), and
that the bang-bang structure was more pronounced. The
same control bi-segmentation was identified, and in Fig. 4
we show the result of applying the same transformation
procedure for the second segment as in the first batch.
We observe that the medians are still associated with the
Npeak = 6 in all cases. However, whereas the last three
5FIG. 5. Time evolution of the initial state along the optimized controls described in the text. Each case shows site occupations
〈nˆi〉ψ(t) with a color scale sensitive to near-unit values (the outer site occupancy is initially 0.67) as well the control (red axis)
and figures of merit (blue axis) defined in text during the evolution. Note the density of defects is normalized to its initial value
(ρ(0) = 6.7 · 10−2) in this figure.
6quantile oscillations are relatively unchanged as T is low-
ered, the rest shift around and become less well-defined.
For e.g. T = 10, this hints at a plurality of ways of
placing the Npeak = 6 bangs. We leave this and similar
further study of the duration-dependent interleaving of
optimal strategies for future work.
B. Observables and Benchmark Comparisons
Having established the notion of a general solution
structure consisting of two distinct segments, we now
turn to the dynamical evolution of observables and sev-
eral figures of merit when propagated along a few par-
ticularly relevant controls: the optimal control found at
TF=0.99qsl = 20.5 ms in the second optimization batch, and
two optimized controls at durations T = 14.9 ms and
T = 5.7 ms that both have F < 0.99 from a third op-
timization batch. The duration T = 14.9 ms is signifi-
cant because it is approximately the duration at which
the best figure merit η ≈ 0.1 was obtained in Ref. [44]
(relabeled here as F2 → η for convenience), whereas
T = 5.7 ms is the lowest duration at which we obtain
η ≈ 0.1. This serves as a basis for both qualitative and
quantitative comparisons to both Refs. [43]-[44]. Specif-
ically, the additional figures of merit are the density of
defects and the rescaled average variance,
ρ(t) = 1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
| 〈nˆi〉ψ(t) − 1|, η(t) =
1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
∆nˆi(t)
∆nˆi(0)
,
(2)
where 〈nˆi〉ψ(t) = 〈ψ(t)|nˆi|ψ(t)〉 and ∆nˆi(t) = 〈nˆ2i 〉ψ(t) −
〈nˆi〉2ψ(t). These were used as figures of merit in Ref. [43]
and Ref. [44], respectively [65], based on particular ex-
perimental setups and measurement capabilities. In both
instances, derivative-free methodologies were used to op-
timize the expansion coefficients of a chopped random
basis (crab) of Fourier components.
The three figures of merit posses vastly different rel-
ative leniency or strictness toward what qualifies as an
optimal solution. For example, F = 0.99 is very strict in
that it requires nearly all the population to be in a sin-
gle, well-defined state with fixed phase relations if it is
spanned by more than a single Fock component [66]. On
the other hand, e.g. all site permutations of the states
|1, 2, 2, 0, 0〉, |1, 1, 3, 0, 0〉, and arbitrary normalized lin-
ear combinations thereof (both in magnitude and phase)
yield the same ρ. As the system size is increased, the
number of permutations increases drastically and with it
the number of low-defect states that can be considered
optimal with respect to e.g. the ρ = 10−3 threshold used
in Ref. [43]. It strictly follows that optimality with re-
spect to fidelity implies optimality with respect to ρ, but
the relationship is unidirectional. A similar line of rea-
soning applies to η in Ref. [44]. Another concern with
ρ and η in this application is that the acquired state
will generally not be stationary by the same arguments.
Typically, the creation of a Mott insulator is a prepa-
ration step in experiments where one desires a setup of
well-localized atoms for e.g. quantum simulation of spin
chains or a quantum register for computation. If the
final state is not stationary, it will start drifting while
the actual experiment is taking place. By optimizing the
ground state fidelity, we ensure that the resulting state
remains stable throughout the remainder of the experi-
mental cycle. In any event, stricter requirements neces-
sarily lead to both comparatively increased time scales
for optimality, overall problem difficulty, and most likely
complexity of the optimal solutions.
Figure 5 shows the propagation results for the three op-
timized controls. In all instances, the fidelity is basically
unchanged during the first ramp segment (t/T ≤ 2/3,
crossing the phase transition) whereas the decreasing ρ(t)
and η(t) reflect the light-cone-like, homogenizing rear-
rangement of the site population 〈nˆi〉ψ(t) initially con-
centrated in the bulk (roughly sites 4 − 17) due to fi-
nite edge effects. The bulk depletion is relatively homo-
geneous for TF=0.99qsl = 20.5 ms, whereas inhomogeneous
low-density ripples emanate from both edges until con-
verging at the center for T = 14.9 ms. For T = 5.6 ms,
the ripple inhomogeneity is much more severe and the
propagation is too slow to reach the center at this du-
ration. Clearly, the propagation velocity ∂ 〈nˆi〉 /∂t is a
limiting process for the achievable quantum speed lim-
its. During the second ramp segment (t/T ≥ 2/3, well-
defined bang-bang(-like) structures imposed on a line),
the infidelity 1−F drops dramatically alongside ρ(t) and
η(t). As mentioned previously, alternating bangs physi-
cally corresponds to intervals of tunneling and phase ad-
justment. This is a complex process as revealed by the
highly non-monotonic behavior of the fidelity for the op-
timal control at TF=0.99qsl = 20.5 ms, where six bangs (or
approximations thereof) are visible. At T = 14.9 ms,
four bangs are clearly identified, and at T = 5.7 ms only
a single bang is present.
The minimum value for each figure of merit during the
transfers is shown in Table I. From comparing this data
with the best achieved results in Refs. [43]-[44] (here de-
noted ρref , ηref), we find that (i) relatively low fidelities
yield similar ρ, η ≈ ρref , ηref , and (ii) high fidelities e.g.
F = 0.99 yield lower (i.e. better) ρ, η  ρref , ηref by
orders of magnitude. Combining (i) and (ii), we thus
conclude that Refs. [43]-[44] do not correspond to high
fidelities. We emphasize that this is not an invalida-
tion of their work, but rather constitutes the crucial
step in showing that our exact derivative methodology
is in fact capable of efficiently obtaining unprecedented
results. For example, assuming that the relationship be-
tween the orders of magnitude is a general one, results
similar to the T = 14.9 ms case are obtained in Fig. 1 with
just 10 iterations or correspondingly roughly an hour of
optimization time. Additionally, in rough numbers, we
find solutions that match the best result in Ref. [44] at
lower than T = 5.7 ms, a third of the duration found by
7T (ms) 1− F ρ η
20.5 1.0 · 10−2 2.4 · 10−4 4.1 · 10−3
14.9 0.7 · 10−1 2.1 · 10−3 1.9 · 10−2
5.7 0.4 · 100 1.9 · 10−2 0.9 · 10−1
TABLE I. Minimal figure of merit values (which for ρ, η may
not be at t = T ) from Fig. 5, optimized for fidelity. For
reference, the best achieved result reported in Refs. [43]-[44]
are ρref = 10−3 and ηref = 10−1, respectively optimized for in
similar systems.
the authors. In all instances, the performance gaps rel-
ative to the benchmarks would increase further if η or ρ
was directly subject to exact derivative-based optimiza-
tions, and it is reasonable to assume that the comparative
conclusions would remain true if the methodologies were
applied to an arbitrary choice of problem parameters.
From a qualitative point of view, the optimized con-
trols obtained in Refs. [43]-[44] are very smooth [67],
which is in stark contrast to the general bang-bang(-
like) structure identified throughout this work. In other
words, the obtained optimized controls have a higher
information-theoretic control complexity as initially in-
troduced in Ref. [68], where an operational definition is
given by the number of Fourier components needed to
solve the problem to a given fidelity threshold (these and
associated notions were shortly after treated in more gen-
erality in Ref. [53]). It is, however, satisfactory to note
that these smoother controls still possess a virtually iden-
tical bi-segmentational structure, and that their rapid in-
crease in the second segment can in a sense be interpreted
as approximately a single bang resembling Fig. 5 which
is sufficient for reducing the more lenient figures of merit
to below the specific measurement resolution in Ref. [44].
C. Optimizing Beyond 0.99 Fidelity
Finally, we ran a fourth optimization batch at du-
rations beyond TF=0.99qsl with different combinations of
lowered regularization strengths. The results are shown
in Fig. 6 [69]. In the lower duration range we find
a roughly similar, continued exponential behavior of
the best achieved fidelity (as opposed to linear for η
in Fig. 2(b) of Ref. [44]) with many solutions at e.g.
TF=0.9999qsl = 22 (47.7 ms). Naturally, longer durations
allow for fewer iterations within the same time frame.
We also find (i) the bangs remain attenuated similar to
(but more severely than) Fig. 2, and (ii) the emergence
of low to vanishing fidelity attractors corresponding to
controls that are either very irregular and structureless
or with long periods of high control values. Under the
current seeding strategy and supposition that the identi-
fied bang-bang structure for the second segment remains
the true optimal strategy also at these durations, both (i)
and (ii) illuminate a highly non-trivial balancing of the
FIG. 6. Optimization results as in Fig. 1, but at higher
durations. The histogram has 6 bins per decade and the
first seed bin extends to 1747 counts. In this batch we find
TF=0.9999qsl = 22 (47.7 ms) indicated with the green dashed line.
optimization terms because of the very different behavior
in the two segments. Continued studies on this and simi-
lar is left for future work. Possible avenues for improving
the results further are outlined in Appendix D.
D. Open-Loop Control and Methodological
Generality
We now turn to a few pertinent, broader discussion
points. Typically, a theoretically obtained optimal con-
trol will be less performant when applied in an exper-
imental setting. Apart from purely experimental error
sources, the lowered performance is due to modeling is-
sues. The question is, then, to what extent open-loop
methodologies and their results – as a whole – can be
considered a viable longterm strategy. We consider a
full account of this question well beyond the scope of
this paper. Nevertheless, we outline a few positive future
prospects in this regard.
Open-loop control may efficiently discover – as here
– general solution strategies which can provide insight
about the relevant control structures and associated
physical processes. If the modeling is sufficiently good,
the identification of physically appropriate parameteriza-
tions leads to significantly reduced and restricted search
spaces (see e.g. Appendix D). In a subsequent closed-
loop setting [? ], these can be much more densely probed
than the full space on realistic time scales and thus em-
pirically account for, or calibrate, potential model uncer-
tainties. Advancing this concept of alternating method-
ologies further, one could then update the model itself
and optimize the revision by open-loop control anew [?
8] – this time with smaller discrepancy between theoret-
ical and experimental results and thus iteratively close
the gap. Nonetheless, even with just the initial open-
loop control, significant experimental fidelities have been
achieved even for large Hilbert space processes with no
known intuitive solution [20]. These compounded ob-
servations seem to suggest that open-loop control may
indeed maintain relevance. We point out that the pri-
mary function of this manuscript is to showcase an ad-
vance within this paradigm for a previously inaccessible
realm, less than treating the (near-)orthogonal concerns
of model calibration and characterization raised above.
Similarly, although we purposefully considered realistic
parameters and experimental limitations, we did not ex-
plicitly include robustness criteria (e.g. through ensem-
ble optimization [34]), electronic response (transfer) func-
tions [89], and so on. As alluded to above, these (mainly
programmatic-technical) extensions can potentially also
play a significant role in experimental deployment. For
this first demonstration, however, it is more fruitful to
establish the core methodology without incurring loss of
generality due to these additional, narrowing platform-
specific aspects. We leave these and related lines of in-
vestigation as material for future studies.
As for the general applicability of the methodology it-
self, we refer to the analyses in Ref. [57]. Briefly, the prin-
cipal dependence lies in the commutation relations of the
control Hamiltonians. Here, for example, additionally
including controllable site-dependent energy shifts would
be straightforward since they would commute with the
control Hamiltonian in Appendix A 1. However, even the
(immediate) limitations encountered for non-commuting
control Hamiltonians can be alleviated to a wide extent.
The solution is to optimize in sequence only one of the
mutually commuting sets while, momentarily, consider-
ing the rest a drift contribution. In this way, the method-
ology becomes widely applicable for solving – at least
the open-loop part of – generic high-dimensional control
problems.
III. DISCUSSION
We applied a recently developed quantum optimal con-
trol methodology to a representative example from the
class of very high-dimensional, many-body state transfer
problems described by matrix product states where exact
diagonalization and propagation is impossible. The exact
control derivatives, enabled by the new techniques, lead
to the expected rapid convergence rates and unprece-
dented high-fidelity results (0.99-0.9999 and beyond).
The demonstrated efficiency in both extremes of Hilbert
space dimensionality, in Ref. [57] and here, suggests that
the methodologies could be useful in applications across
and beyond the range of research areas listed in the in-
troduction. In particular, the methodology unlocks the
possibility of solving generic high-dimensional quantum
control problems in the high-fidelity regime.
For the concrete problem, crossing the superfluid-Mott
insulator phase transition in the Bose-Hubbard model,
we compared and built upon earlier seminal work in
Refs. [43, 44] that proved experimental feasibility us-
ing a derivative-free approach on more lenient figures of
merit. Our stricter fidelity optimizations yielded signif-
icant improvements in performance metrics and trans-
formation times. Additionally, all the fidelity-optimized
controls belong to feature-rich, bi-segmentational solu-
tion strategies: the first segment corresponds to a “slow”,
but highly non-adiabatic, crossing of the phase transition
that mainly homogenizes the site population, whereas the
second segment is a bang-bang-type structure that alter-
nates between tunneling events and population locking
where a suitable c-phase is imprinted on individual state
components. This interplay yields complex quantum in-
terference pathways with highly non-monotonic behavior
that ultimately leads to high-fidelity results. We find
that the optimal number of bangs depend on the trans-
fer duration. This is in the stark qualitative contrast
to the very smooth, bang-free benchmark controls, and
serves to illustrate that high-fidelity requirements can ne-
cessitate more complex physical processes and elaborate
mechanisms, i.e. an increased information-theoretic con-
trol complexity.
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Appendix A: Bose-Hubbard State Transfer
We recount the fundamentals of the Bose-Hubbard
model [2, 70, 71] and recast it in the form required for
simplified calculations of the exact derivatives introduced
in Ref. [57].
The physical description of Np spinless interacting
bosons for a quasi-1D periodic potential of Ns sites in
absence of additional external fields is captured by the
Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian in SI units
HˆSI = HˆJ + HˆU = Jx
Ns−1∑
i=1
hˆJx[i,i+1] +
U
2
Ns∑
i=1
hˆU[i], (A1)
hˆJx[i,i+1] = −(aˆ†i+1aˆi + h.c.), hˆU[i] = nˆi(nˆi − 1)
(A2)
where Jx is the (site-isotropic) strength associated with
the hopping (tunneling) operator hˆJx[i,i+1] along the x di-
rection, and U is the energy associated with the on-site
9FIG. 7. Constitutive relations U(vx), Jx(vx) (top) and time
scaling (bottom) for the concrete system described in the text.
The dots denoted on the U/Jx curve indicate values of note.
Left to right, they are: the minimally allowed vx = 2ER,
the vx defining |SF〉, the critical point of the |SF〉 → |Mott〉
phase transition, the vx defining |Mott〉, and the maximally
allowed vx = 13.5ER (corresponding to U/J = 40.18). The
time scaling is µtime = ~/Jx(vx) and the transfer duration
in SI units Eq. (A9) thus depends on the control vector ~u =
(. . . , (U/Jx)n, . . . ).
interaction operator hˆU[i]. Here, aˆ
†
i (aˆi) is the creation
(annihilation) operator associated with the lowest band
Wannier function (maximally localized) on site i. The
ratio U/J characterizes the phases of the system: we as-
sociate with J  U the superfluid phase in which the
ground state |SF〉 is a delocalized particle distribution
across the lattice with sizeable site occupation variance
and with U  J the Mott insulator phase in which the
ground state |Mott〉 = |1, 1, . . . , 1〉 (assuming Np = Ns)
is a single Fock component. The |Mott〉 state is a candi-
date for, among many others, quantum information pro-
cessing [72] and quantum simulation of spin systems [73],
but entering this state from the |SF〉 state is non-trivial
as the perfect adiabatic transfer timescales diverge near
the critical point of U/J in the thermodynamic limit [43].
Framed as an optimal control problem, we seek to max-
imize the state transfer fidelity or equivalently minimize
the cost, respectively given by
F = | 〈ψtgt|ψ(T )〉 |2 = | 〈ψtgt|Uˆ(T ; 0)|ψini〉 |2, (A3)
JF =
1
2 (1− F ) , (A4)
where |ψtgt〉 = |Mott〉 is the target state, |ψini〉 = |SF〉
is the initial state, |ψ(T )〉 = Uˆ(T ; 0) |ψini〉 is the time-
evolved state at final time T with Uˆ(T ; 0) being the
time evolution operator from t = 0 → T . The Hamil-
tonian is parametrized in terms of a control function,
u(t), which allows manipulation of the unitary time evo-
lution. The task is then to obtain an optimal control
u∗(t) that correctly steers the dynamics to yield F = 1,
which is achieved by means of iterative optimization. We
discretize time on a regular grid spaced by δt,
t ∈ [t1, t2, . . . , tn, . . . , tNt ] = [0, δt, . . . , T ], (A5)
where T is the total process duration, n denotes the time
index, and Nt is the total number of time indices.
We consider a realization of the model in a cubic op-
tical lattice loaded with ultracold atoms. The character-
istic energies Jx(vx) and U(vx, vy, vz) are then implicitly
related to the trapping depths vx, vy, vz as denoted. For
the phase transition transfer |SF〉 → |Mott〉 in an ex-
perimental realization [74–76], the tunable parameters at
hand are the lattice depths, and, at first glance, the natu-
ral choice for a control is un = vx(tn). It is more fruitful,
however, to non-dimensionalize Eq. (A1) by Hˆ = HˆSI/Jx
to obtain control, drift, and control derivative Hamilto-
nians (denoted Hcn, Hˆd, Hˆc
′ , respectively)
Hˆn = Hˆd + Hˆcn =
Ns−1∑
i=1
hˆJx[i,i+1] +
un
2
Ns∑
i=1
hˆU[i], (A6)
Hˆc
′
= 12
(
Ns∑
l=1
nˆi(nˆi − 1)
)
, (A7)
where the control parameter is instead un =
U(tn)/Jx(tn). The first benefit of this choice is that Hˆcn
is now diagonal when described in the site occupation
Fock basis, which is a requirement for obtaining simpli-
fied, analytically-exact derivatives [57]. The second is
that both the control derivative and drift Hamiltonians
are time-independent, and the latter can be (more eas-
ily) exploited to significantly accelerate computations as
shown later in this section. The third is that the opti-
mal controls are system agnostic, i.e. irrespective of the
physical platform. Thus, constitutive equations such as
Eqs. (A14)-(A15) must be used to map the optimized
U/Jx ramp onto the parameters relevant to the specific
realization, in this case the trapping depth vx. This is
likewise reflected following the non-dimensionalization of
propagators, and the time scales become dependent on
the control corresponding to the lattice depth. Omitting
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time-dependence for clarity, we have e.g.
Uˆ = exp
(
−i HˆSIδtSI
~
)
= exp
(
−i HˆSI
Jx
{
Jxµtime
~
}
δtsim
)
= exp
(
−iHˆδtsim
)
⇒ µtime = ~/Jx, (A8)
These are working equations corresponding to ~ = 1 and
where δtSI = µtime·δtsim: time steps expressed in SI units,
δtSI, are related to (constant) dimensionless simulation
numbers δtsim, through the time scale µtime = ~/Jx(un)
which depends on the control value. In particular, the
total duration of the transfer process given in SI time is
TSI(~u) = ~δtsim
Nt∑
n=1
J−1x (un), (A9)
i.e. the relevant time scales are given by the specific
realization of the physical platform and depends on the
control vector.
Elsewhere in the paper, subscripts are dropped and
we write δt = δtsim and all quantities of time are
implicitly given in non-dimensional simulation values
unless followed by a unit.
To enable a degree of quantitative comparison, we con-
sider the experimental parameters given in Ref. [44], al-
though we have no additional harmonic trapping. The
lattice recoil energy is ER = ~2pi2/(2asm) ≈ 2.03 kHz · h
where m = 87 amu is the mass, and as = 101a0 the s-
wave scattering length of Rubidium 87. Additionally, h is
the Planck constant, ~ the reduced Planck constant, and
a0 is the Bohr radius. We assume a lattice of wavelength
λ = 1064 nm with lattice spacing alat = λ/2 = 532 nm
and fixed transverse trapping depths vy = vz = 20ER,
and drive the |SF〉 → |Mott〉 transition defined by
|ψini〉 = |SF〉 ≡ |GS; vx = 3ER〉 (A10)
|ψtgt〉 = |Mott〉 ≡ |GS; vx = 13ER〉 (A11)
where GS refers to the ground state at the specified lon-
gitudinal depth vx. The transition is driven by varying
vx, with the requirement that vx ≥ 2ER at all times
to satisfy the modeling assumptions in Appendix A 1.
With this choice of parameters, the constitutive equa-
tions between vx and the energies U and Jx are calcu-
lated numerically and shown in Fig. 7. The conversion
to U/Jx for several relevant depths vx are shown, e.g.
at (vx)crit ≈ 4.5ER that in Ref. [44] corresponds to the
critical point for the phase transition. At this depth we
obtain (U/Jx)crit ≈ 3.4 which agrees with the number
stated in Ref. [44], and we consider this a verification for
our numerical calculation of Jx(vx) and U(vx, vy, vz). As
discussed above, the SI time scaling in Eq. (A9) depends
on J−1x . As shown in the bottom of Fig. 7, larger U/Jx
values correspond to longer SI times. Since we desire
the fastest possible optimal controls in real time, we also
place an upper bound vx ≤ 13.5ER during optimization
to limit this artifact of the non-dimensionalization. With
the same reasoning, we add slight preference towards
lower control values by introducing a regularization cost
term, Jα, for the control amplitude. Due to the lim-
ited bandwidth of experimental electronics we also add
a regularization cost term, Jγ , for the temporal deriva-
tive of the control, shifting preference towards smoother
controls. The strength of these terms are controlled by
the parameters α, γ ≥ 0, respectively. The total opti-
mization objective is thus J(~u) = JF (~u) +Jα(~u) +Jγ(~u).
The derivatives for these cost terms are calculated in the
Appendix of Ref. [57] and must be included in the opti-
mization.
1. Derivation of the Bose-Hubbard Model in an
Optical Lattice
To obtain Eq. (A1) for an optical lattice, one needs to
specify the relationship between the lattice parameters
and the energetic quantities Jx and U . Such relationship
is established in the following by solving for the Bloch
band structure. We assume a simple cubic periodic lat-
tice approximated near the trap center by
V (~r) ≈
∑
q=x,y,z
vq sin2 klq = Vx + Vy + Vz, (A12)
with Vq ≡ vq sin2 kq being the potential in q-direction
with depth vq. kl = 2pi/λl = pi/a is the laser wavenum-
ber, λl is the laser wavelength, and a is the lattice site
separation. Thus, the potential is separable in all direc-
tions and we may decompose arbitrary wave functions as
ψ(~r) = ψxψyψz. In particular, we may focus on a single
direction for the single-particle stationary states. Choos-
ing the x-direction, we write Hˆ1px φnk (x) = Enkφnk (x) where
Hˆ1px is the single-particle operator in the x-direction,
n is the band index, kl ≤ k ≤ kl defines the first
Brillouin zone of quasi-momentum with intra-equidistant
spacing ∆k = 2pi/L = 2pi/(Np · a) where L is the
length of the chain. The Bloch wave expansion reads
φnk (x) = eikxunk (x) where unk inherits the V periodicity.
The Fourier series for both quantities contains only a
few terms and substitution into the eigenproblem yields
a particularly small, simple system of equations for the
Fourier expansion coefficients of unk [77]. After numeri-
cally obtaining φnk (x) for some value of vx, we define from
the n-th band Wannier state centered on site i by
wn,x(x− xi) = 1√N
1st Brillouin∑
k
e−ikxiφnk (x), (A13)
where xi = i · a and N is a normalization constant. To
progress, we make the standard assumptions that the lat-
tice has been loaded in the “trench” of sites defined by
~ri = (xi, 0, 0) and that vy and vz are sufficiently deep
to suppress all tunneling events in their respective di-
rections, and that tunneling along x is nearest neighbor
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only. Additionally assuming that only the n = 0 band
is occupied in each direction (vi & 2ER) and dropping
the index, the bosonic field operator can be expanded as
Ψˆ(~r) ≈ ∑Npi=1 aˆxi,0,0 · wx(x − xi)wy(y)wz(z). Inserting
this expansion in the many-body Hamiltonian for a di-
lute bosonic system [78], one obtains Eq. (A1) by letting
aˆi ≡ aˆxi,0,0 and defining the constitutive relations
Jx(vx) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
wx(x− xi)Hˆ1px wx(x− xi+1)dx, (A14)
U(vx, vy, vz) = g3D
∫
|wx(x− xi)wy(y)wz(z)|4d~r,
(A15)
where g3D = 4pi~2as/m is the two-body collision cou-
pling strength. Thus, for a cubic optical lattice loaded
with ultracold atoms, the energies are implicitly related
to the trapping depths vx, vy, vz through the Wannier
states. Note the integrals over y and z in Jx are equal to
one due to their normalization, and U consists of three
independent integrals. Both Jx and U non-trivially de-
pend on vx, and although we consider only 1D dynamics
along the x-direction, the frozen out transverse y- and
z-directions still implicitly enter in U via the associated
Wannier functions wy and wz.
Appendix B: Matrix Product States
We briefly present the many-body ansatz of matrix
product states – for an excellent, detailed introduction
see Ref. [79]. We then discuss a t-dmrg algorithm tai-
lored to the necessary problem representation to signifi-
cantly accelerate computations.
The explosive growth of Hilbert space with the num-
ber of constituents is well-known. This exponential scal-
ing, however, is in a sense a “convenient illusion” since
the majority of physically relevant states, usually charac-
terized by low entanglement (notably ground states and
reachable states from these in finite time), occupy only
a small corner of the full Hilbert space [50]. Tensor net-
works and their bespoke algorithms are capable of tar-
geting exactly this much reduced subspace with subex-
ponential resources [28, 52, 53]. The success of such ap-
proaches is owed to the fact that the size of the corner
is governed by favorable so-called area scaling laws [80].
Matrix product states (also known as tensor trains) are
the appropriate types of tensor networks for 1D systems
and their area scaling law is constant with the number of
constituents.
The general form of a matrix product state for a finite
unclosed chain of Ns constituents (sites) is
|ψ〉 =
∑
j1,j2,...,jNs
Aj1Aj2 · · ·AjNs |j1, . . . , jNs〉 , (B1)
where ji ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} is the physical index (degree of
freedom) for the i’th constituent, d is the size of the local
Fock space, and Aji ∈ Cai−1×ai where ai is the bond in-
dex with the only requirement that the product of all the
matrices yields a scalar. The ansatz Eq. (B1) is simply
a decomposition of the expansion coefficient cj1,j2,...,jNs
tensor of rank Ns into Ns rank 3 tensors {Ajiai−1,ai}Nsi=1,
which is always possible by repeated singular value de-
composition (svd) or similar and is in fact a principally
exact representation. Properties of e.g. the svd proce-
dure, however, allows significant truncation of the ma-
trix Aji dimensions (associated with the bond indices)
for low-entanglement states: singular values of the svd
correspond to the expansion coefficients in the Schmidt
decomposition across a given bi-partitioning of the sys-
tem, many of which are close to (or exactly) zero for such
states. Thus, we can choose to keep only singular values
larger than a given threshold smax and/or impose a max-
imum number values D to keep, depending on the de-
sired accuracy. Even though the matrix product state is
in practice not constructed directly from the coefficients
(the storage of which is exponential), virtually all basic
matrix product state algorithms, such as diagonalization
(dmrg) and time evolution (t-dmrg), similarly employ
svd (or qr) decompositions. This enables a natural way
of keeping resource consumption in check, typically by
specifying a given smax and/or D in advance.
In the present case of the Bose-Hubbard model
Eq. (A6) with unit filling, ji is the site occupation number
and d = Np = Ns where Np is the number of particles.
The Hilbert space dimension scales exponentially
DH =
(Ns +Np − 1)!
Np!(Ns − 1)! , (B2)
which limits the feasibility of exact diagonalization ap-
proaches roughly to Np = 10− 13 with increasing layers
of analytical and numerical sophistication needed for rel-
atively small gains [81]. At such a low number of sites,
the “bulk” of the system is constituted by only a rela-
tively small fraction of sites. Matrix product states, on
the other hand, are associated with polynomial scaling
[50, 52, 79] and can comfortably extend this range into
the low-to-mid tens of particles in a time-dependent set-
ting [43, 44, 61] or low hundreds in a static setting [82].
1. t-DMRG for Bose-Hubbard Model
Time evolution is the fundamental operation for quan-
tum optimal control. For this reason, we present here a
t-dmrg variant similar to Ref. [83] tailored to the struc-
ture of Eq. (A6) to speed up our computations at the
cost of an increased Trotterization error per time step,
O(δt3)→ O(δt2).
We start by considering a second-order Suzuki-Trotter
expansion [57] of the time propagator Uˆ = e−iHˆnδt with
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i = 1
i = 2
i = 3
A[1] A[2] A[3] A[4]
UˆJx[1,2]
UˆJx[2,3]
UˆJx[3,4]
×
un
un+1
|ψn〉
|ψn+1〉
UˆU[1] UˆU[2] UˆU[3] UˆU[4]
UˆU[1] UˆU[2] UˆU[3] UˆU[4]
FIG. 8. Example diagram (Ns = 4) for t-dmrg tailored to
the non-dimensionalized Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian Eq. (A6)
showing the calculation |ψn+1〉 = UˆSTn |ψn〉. The site ten-
sors (blue nodes) are connected by bond indices (black solid
horizontal lines). The one- and two-site gates (grey nodes,
time index suppressed) come in triples (red boxes) and are
applied to physical indices of the site tensors (black solid ver-
tical lines), in the order indicated by the thick orange-arrowed
line (Eqs. B9-B8). The beginning (end) is marked by a black
dot (cross), and the dashed line separates the forward sweep
with un (above) from the backward sweep with un+1 (below).
Application of product triple i in the forward sweep entails
the following: 1) contract the two site tensors with physical
indices i,i + 1 over their common bond index into a tempo-
rary two-site tensor, 2) apply the two one-site gates followed
by the two-site gate, 3) split the temporary two-site tensor by
SVD back into two individual site tensors with the central site
(gauge) moved to i + 1, and 4) shift the gauge an additional
site to the right, such that the central site is at i + 2. Each
arrow tip demarcates the gauge position during the sweep,
where sites to the right (left) are right(left)-normalized, with
the exception that the next site intersecting the orange line is
the central site. After applying the first left-over one-site gate,
the backward sweep is similarly performed with the following
modifications 1) the site indices are i−1, i, 2) the order of gate
application reversed, 3) the central site is placed on i−1, and
4) the central site is gauged to i− 2. Finally, the second left-
over one-site gate is applied, and exactly the same procedure
can subsequently be applied to obtain |ψn+2〉 = UˆSTn+1 |ψn+1〉.
Implementing the backward propagation |ψn〉 = UˆST†n |ψn+1〉
is similar, but with reversed arrow tips and order of applica-
tion.
error O(δt3), and associated definitions
UˆSTn = Uˆc/2n+1UˆdUˆc/2n , (B3)
Uˆc/2n ≡ e−iHˆ
c
nδt/2, Uˆd ≡ e−iHˆdnδt. (B4)
where ~ = 1. Here the non-dimensionalized control
Hamiltonian (A6) is to be evaluated at time indices n
and n + 1. The drift Hamiltonian is time-independent
and only needs to be calculated once – the result can be
stored on the disk and loaded into memory on runtime.
Each term in the diagonal control Hamiltonian commutes
and we may write exactly
Uˆc/2n = exp
(
−i
(
un
2
Ns∑
i=1
hˆU[i]
)
δt
2
)
=
Ns∏
i
UˆUn,[i], (B5)
where UˆUn,[i] = exp(−iunhˆU[i]δt/4). For the drift Hamil-
tonian we can apply the same technique as in standard
t-dmrg [79, 84] for nearest-neighbor Hamiltonians to ob-
tain a first-order Suzuki-Trotter expansion with associ-
ated error O(δt2),
Uˆd = e−i(Hˆdeven+Hˆdodd)δt ≈ e−iHˆdevenδte−iHˆdoddδt
=
(
Ns−1∏
i even
UˆJx[i,i+1]
)(
Ns−1∏
i odd
UˆJx[i,i+1]
)
, (B6)
where UˆJx[i,i+1] = exp(−ihˆJx[i,i+1]δt). The enabling step in
this expansion is to group even and odd terms
Hˆd = Hˆdeven + Hˆdodd =
Ns−1∑
i even
hˆJx[i,i+1] +
Ns−1∑
i odd
hˆJx[i,i+1].
(B7)
Although [Hˆdeven, Hˆdodd] 6= 0 causes the O(δt2) error,
each term has total internal-commutativity, allowing the
subsequent exact product form Eq. (B6). Combining
the above expressions and moving each individual even
(odd) hˆJx[i,i+1] to the left (right) until they meet a non-
commutative operator, we obtain for even Ns
UˆSTn ≈
Ns∏
i
UˆUn,[i]
Ns−1∏
i even
UˆJx[i,i+1]
Ns−1∏
i odd
UˆJx[i,i+1]
Ns∏
i
UˆUn,[i]
= UˆUn+1,[1]
(
i even∏
Ns−1
UˆUn+1,[i]UˆUn+1,[i+1]UˆJx[i,i+1]
)
(B8)
UˆUn+1,[Ns]
(
Ns−1∏
i odd
UˆJx[i,i+1]UˆUn,[i+1]UˆUn,[i]
)
. (B9)
If Ns is odd, replace UˆUn+1,[Ns] → UˆUn,[Ns] in Eq. (B9). In
the language of matrix product states, application of one-
site (UˆUn,[i]) and two-site gates (UˆJx[i,i+1]) can be done very
efficiently when exploiting left- and right-normalization
of the site tensors. The one-site gates are cheap to com-
pute because hˆU[i] is diagonal and the two-site gates are
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FIG. 9. Optimization trajectories. The colored lines show
1 − F as a function of iteration (top) and optimization wall
time (bottom) for each of the 997 seeds in the first optimiza-
tion batch. The vertical line marks changes in the homotopy
parameter.
time-independent and can as mentioned above be pre-
computed and stored on the disk, which would other-
wise entail the most expensive operation. Additionally,
the suggestive grouping of product triples provides a way
of reducing overhead in the tensor network contraction
UˆSTn |ψ〉 by advancing the central site (gauge) of the ma-
trix product state: apply the product of triples and con-
tract the site tensors in a “forward sweep” over odd i
(B9) and then in a “backward sweep” over even i (B8)
as illustrated and explained in Fig. 8.
Appendix C: Optimization Details
Our matrix product state computations (see Ap-
pendix B) are performed using the itensor library [85]
and we use an auxiliary dimension of D = 200, a sin-
gular value threshold of smax = 10−12, and a reduced
local Fock space d = 5 (higher local occupation num-
bers do not contribute significantly to the dynamics due
to the exponential on-site energy penalty). For refer-
ence, the benchmark Refs. [43, 44] used D ≤ 100 and
D ≤ 24, smax = 10−5, respectively, corresponding to
less computationally expensive, more approximate, low-
entanglement representations of the model. We use the
dmrg algorithm implemented in itensor to obtain the
initial- and target states.
For the given system size (Ns = Np = 20), the dura-
tions required to approach the quantum speed limit for
fidelity F = 0.99, TF=0.99qsl , with sufficiently low Trot-
terization error necessitates about Nt = 350 − 450 time
steps for time steps of size δt = 0.025. To accelerate
the optimizations, however, we take δt to be a homo-
topy (or continuation) parameter [86]: we sequentially
optimize on increasingly fine grained time grids, specifi-
cally δt = 0.1 → 0.05 → 0.025. By halving the values,
the new grid points coincides with the old but with dou-
bled resolution (each newly inserted point is set to the
value of old point immediately prior corresponding to
Uˆn(δt) ≈ Uˆn(δt/2)Uˆn(δt/2), where Uˆn is the time evo-
lution operator at time index n). The benefit is that
the coarser optimizations can yield relatively rapid fi-
delity improvements since fine grained resolution is typ-
ically not needed for the overall shape of the solution.
Care should be taken, however, not to spend too long
on these, since they are not fully coincidental with the
final optimization landscape [57]. Note that this is en-
abled by the exactness of the Trotterized gradient not
being dependent on δt which is not the case for the exact
propagator gradient with finite summation cutoffs (see
Ref. [57]). We stress that the exact derivative is the main
workhorse, whereas the homotopy is a secondary, albeit
effective, acceleration technique.
For the optimization (i.e. search direction and step size
line searching), we employ the non-linear interior-point
algorithm implemented in ipopt [87] by supplying the
exact derivatives. Briefly, interior-point methods han-
dle control constraints by including them explicitly when
solving for the searching direction, which in our case is
1.32 ≤ un ≤ 40.18 for all time indices n. Being a second-
order method, the search direction includes the Hessian
or a gradient-based approximation thereof (bfgs). We
found the exact Hessian calculation (time scale of days
per iteration) for the problem under consideration to be
outside our time budget even when including the homo-
topy, and therefore opted for the bfgs approach (time
scale of hours per iteration). The seeds were optimized
in parallel on individual cores in a computer cluster. The
batches described in the main text were allotted roughly
three (seven) days of optimization time for batches one
and three (two and four). For the control regularizations
we find α = 10−7 and γ = 10−8 to be reasonable (but
somewhat arbitrary) choices for the first three batches
(adding slight preference to smoothness and lower values
of the control, see Appendix A and Ref. [57]). For ex-
ample, these values lead to empirical average optimized
costs 〈Jα〉 = (7.4±0.6) ·10−5 and 〈Jγ〉 = (3.2±0.4) ·10−4
in the first batch. For the fourth optimization batch we
used different combinations of γ, α = 10−8 − 10−10. Our
seeding strategy is based on an adiabatically inspired ref-
erence control overlaid with a sum of random Fourier
components. As a verification for our implementation of
e.g. the exact analytical derivatives and time evolution,
we compared the analytical derivatives to their finite dif-
ference counterpart and found that they agreed to the
same precision as in Ref. [57].
Figure 9 shows the optimization trajectories for the
first batch of solutions (the final value of each line cor-
responds to a dot in Fig. 1). Changes in the δt (ho-
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FIG. 10. Same 1− F (T ) results from Fig. 1 (left) and Fig. 6
(right) plotted with SI instead of simulation units.
motopy) parameter manifest as kinks at 50 and 100 it-
erations (corresponding to δt changes 0.1 → 0.05, and
0.05 → 0.025). Notably, a prominent dip in infidelity
is seen at the first handover: the increased time resolu-
tion of the control allows more complex and fine-tuned
dynamics. The homotopy approach accelerates the com-
putations and roughly doubles the number of iterations
achieved within the allocated time budget without sac-
rificing performance (the infidelity iteration trajectories
follow roughly the same exponential-law for all three ho-
motopy parameter regions).
Figure 10 shows the results from the first and fourth
batch plotted against their SI duration using Eq. (A9).
Appendix D: Proposals for Improving Results
The inclusions of a maximal control amplitude and
regularizations are rooted in experimental limitations of
throughput and switching times. However, the bang-
bang structure was found to be increasingly washed out
and low fidelity solutions emerged at longer durations,
both most likely due to the somewhat arbitrarily chosen
regularization strength parameters. We also note that
the upper control bound value was imposed somewhat ar-
bitrarily close to the value defining the target state. Since
the atoms are already site-locked at this value, increasing
the bound would simply accelerate the phase accumula-
tion in Eq. (1), which may allow for faster transfers. In
the event of an actual experimental implementation, they
would have to be consistent with the pertinent limitations
of the given setup for example by taking into account the
transfer function of the electronics, although additional
study of these hyperparameter values could prove ben-
eficial on their own right. One possible direction is the
following which could benefit both open- and closed-loop
settings.
Based on the bi-segmentational findings for the Ns =
Np = 20 Bose-Hubbard state transfer, we may conjecture
an associated reduced control problem with a specialized
seeding strategy as follows: (i) propagate over the first
ramp segment for e.g. the TF=0.99qsl solution and take the
result as initial state for the optimization, and (ii) opti-
mize the second segment where the seeding strategy en-
tails an explicit bang-bang structure. The optimization
could proceed either on the control values themselves, or
maybe even more interestingly, on the set of parameters
defining the bangs, i.e. their widths, heights, location.
This is similar to a chopped random basis function de-
composition approach [88–90]. Since time evolution con-
stitutes the main time consumption for optimizations, a
relative factor 3 increase in the total number of iterations
performed for the same wall times is expected (because
effectively only one third of the original duration is now
optimized). This increases the likelihood of locating a
lower Tqsl. The relative success of such an approach may
be warranted only because the first segment has low to
zero variance, which is a priori non-trivial. It follows
that the state trajectories in Hilbert space are similar or
identical for large portions of the transfer. The proposed
reduced problem effectively forces the optimal trajecto-
ries to pass through the points along this path, which is a
very strong imposition. For the control problem studied
in Ref. [91] it was found that a similarly reduced prob-
lem was detrimental to acquiring low TF=0.99qsl estimates.
In this case, however, the propensity for almost all op-
timizations to yield the same initial ramp behavior sug-
gests that the reduced problem may be a sufficient rep-
resentation for the full problem and can be studied with
relative impunity. If this is not the case, another possi-
ble scheme would be to alternate between optimizing the
full and reduced problems, or have different parameter-
izations or seeding strategies for the two segments indi-
vidually. This may also elucidate and more readily drive
an extended study of the control strategies emerging as
the transfer duration is altered. A further treatment and
characterization of the control strategies and their hier-
archy in the vein of Ref. [63] would be interesting. In
addition, such optimal strategy analyses could also be
connected to the information-theoretic control complex-
ity notions [53, 68] discussed in Sec. II, both as a function
of system size and duration.
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